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A brief theoretical and practical description is given of the
principles of design and construction of low noise IF amplifiers
operating on a frequency of 30 Mc 8, suitable for use in radio
astronomY.

oduc ion

A very irrportant branch of radio astronomy requires

that good receivers, of high sensitivity, low noise and flat band-

width be used in the range of frequencies between 1000 Ab/s and

1425 Mc/s. The need for low noise receivers in this range is still

met best by using a crystal mixer followed by an intermediate fre

quency amplifiers The noise figure (referred to as NF) of such a

receiver is determined by the noise generated in the crystal mixer,

the mixer loss and by the noise figure of the IF amplifier.

This note describes the theory and practice of con-

structing an IF amplifier of low NF This is best achieved by

making what is called a "pre-amplifier". This is a small IF ampli

fier which is normally an integral unit with the mixer 0 The IF

signal from the pre-amplifier is sent by RF cable to the receiver

proper. The pre-amplifier should have more than enough gain to

overcome the cable losses.

The requirements for a good pre-amplifier may be

summarized:

(a) It should give, when properly matched to the

crystal mixer, the lowest possible NF for the



mixer p e amplifier combination over as wide

a range of froquencies as possible

(b) The pre amplifier band . pass characteristic

soould, in many requir ments be very flat

The stability of the gain and band-pass of the

pre-amplifier should be good

Dosicn considerations for

The pie amplifie

ive y small part to the NF

amt

hough contributing only a re -

the mixer pre-amplifier combin-

cL vion, can and should be desi erned in the bost possible way This

choice of design requires decisions on the following points:

(a) What is the best, ploe-am-lif 4 or circuit design?

(b) cdh.:_t tubes give the beet Pe

(c) The various components in cult •

fluence the NF should be known and chosen to

minimize the W.

(d) The way of achieving the best match for low 17

between the mixer and pre-amplifier must be under-

stood.

(0) The band-pass of the pro-amplifier may have to

be wide and flat and the NF must still be low.

This requires special design,

(f) The ways for stabilizing gain and b.nd-pass of

the pre-amplifier must be kno:1,

This present note covers the design points (a) (b)

(c) and (d). The two points (e) and (f) are somewhat linked with
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the other four, and those will be considered in a subsequent note.

The work described is first he r tic-1 study of law noise pre

amplifiers, and second a description of the details of design and

construction of such a pre amplifier. The practical part of this

work was not designed to develop the lowest Doss ble NF but

thor to determine how the critical components in such a preP-

amplifier may be designed constructed and, in practice, adjusted.

Paragraph 3 outlines all the essential theory and

Parao' aph L gives practical design re g ults and the results of

measurements on a pre-amplifier. For convenience, an IF of 30 DI

has been considered throughout

3, The thc:Drv of low noi1.0_022::212E1Liora.

Most of the following theory is derived from e b00%

"Vacuum Tube Arri-1 ifiers" by Valley and ' -1 lman  Voluro 18 of the

Radiation Laboratory Series. This will be referred to as V&W. The

theory is only reproduced here in order to select the most import-

ant results for easy referonce. Equations in this note will be

referenced by their nnmbers in V&W.

,) Choice of the best •re-flnlifier circuit
This is considered in great detail in V&W (see pages

643-666). The conclusion reached at page 656-7 is that the best

circuit is a grounded cathode neutralized triode input stage fol

lowed by a grounded grid triode stage. This solution, reached by

1948, still scene to be valid in practice, since all the available

low-noise pre-amplifiers (known to the author) still use the same

basic circuit.
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The NF of this , e amplifier is almost completely de-

termined by the NF of the first stage This stage is very stable

and the amplifier is comparatively simple to design and adjust

An example of such a circuit is given in Figure 1

which is a copy of V&W figure 13.13 on pa,o 661

This circuit is not completely typical of the best

practice, Wal admit that V2 would have batter boon a 606. This

would avoid the need to neutralize the cathode-plate capacity of

V2; which is high in a 6AK5 0 and so IT would not be neaded

quote an average NF of 1. 6 db for the circuit of Figure 1 in pro-

ction

In the present work a circuit very smiliar to Figure

1 was used The final form of this circuit is shown in Figure 2

(b) Choice of the best tube ty so

The choice of tubes is quite critical for both VI and

V2 since this pair determines the overall NT of the pro-amplifier.

For Vi a large transconductance ( glii ) and a small inherent noise are

important. Unfortunately, there seems to be no adequate theory

(none is known to the author) for choosing the best tube As will

be shown laters the tube noise is approximately minimized by havinr

a largo gm (see equation (3)) and a small value of the grid catho,,,

conductance due to transit-timo effects. (See equation (1))

Equation (1) also shows that a small value of B is desirable mhero

seem to be no way of determining B except by measuremont.

As a guide to current practice, hews the

tubes used in a few typical pre-amplifiers.



V&W admit a 6J6
would be a bettor
choice for V21
Hean NF was I 6db

6AK5,...Triode
C onnected

6ACS iodo
C onnected

V&W page 661
Figur° I of this
note

LEL
pro amplifier

6BC4-Triode
connected

measured is
about 1.85 db with
a 3 db bandwith
of 7 Me/s

AIL Typo 13130
pre-amplifior

404 A-Triodo 417A
connectod

NF about 1.5 db
deduced from per
formnnce with
Empire Devices
Mixer at 1400 im

Tablo I. S o la 01 lifiors

Pro-amplifier Romarks

Experimental pro- 6AK5-Triodo 636 NF of 1.8 achievod
ai(p-_) lifier used for connected with a 3 db band-
present work with of 3 Me /s

c) Tho theory of a minimum NF circuit

This theory is dealt with fully in Chapter 13 of VW,

Only the salient points will be collected here

(I) The eq21221221LnUm_EaFesontation of tho firt

tube

Figure 3 shows the equivalent noise reprosentation

a triode. Sources of noise represented by gonerfl.tor3 i and 1g



approximntoly
2.5

Rog
Gm

1st in tho tube duo to the fluctuations in the flow of eloctrons

_.,xprossion$ for i and I aro givon. in V&W equations 13.15 and

13.16.

(I) (V&W 13:15)df=1RBTG. df

Vhoro G ho grid...cathodo conductanco duo to transit timo load-

ing B is a factor of about 5 k is Boltznann s constant and T is

room tompor,turo in dogroos

I is onvoniontly regardod as boing oquivalent to tho

thormal noiso in a conductanco Rcq. Gm 2 in tho 'modo-cathodo cir-

cuib or, as Is equivalont, to tho noi.so in a resistance R in tho

grid-cathodo circuits _eq is than mown as tho oquivalont noiso

rosistor l and oquation (I) may bo written:

ip df = k RT Rog Gm 2 df ( 2) ( Wed 13:16)

It is possiblo to calculato Roq for a triode ' sinco

( 3 ) (VW 13:17c)

Howevor, agroomont botwoon calculated and obsorvod

valuos of Reg is not good for most tubos, although tho value cal

culatod for a 6AK5 (with a Gm of 6700 micro-mhos of 380 ohms,

quite a good practical figure.

(ii) Othor sourcos of noiso in the circuit of V

In (i) above wo have written down tho noiso contri-

tions from tho tubo itself. In addition nois,-; ariEos from con
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df1

(5)
0.111110.0.1111■111

= LtlaGs df

4kTG, df

Wevl 13.10

duct ncos connoc od to the imput of V Figuro 4, which is VW

Figure 13.2 stows what uhoso noise SOUTCOS ar, In Figure ,14.

G s is tho transformed value of the sourco conduct-

ance which appoars across tho imput of V, Gl repro-

sonts tho notwork ohmic losses across tho input of Vi.

Y., is the total suscoptanco 	oss the input of Vi.

Thus the total admittance presented to the input of

V is

J (11) (Wed 13

) Min ii z ing t ho

The firstfir t stop in tho thoory of minimizing the NF

to obtain an oxprossion for the NJ? itsolf  Tho NF for tho first

starro is found by dividing the total noise powor at the tubo

put by tho noise power arising from a thermal noiso generator of

conductanco oqual to tho transformed sourco conductance G s . Thu,,

Wen add tho two thermal noise gonerators which exist at tho input

of VI:

(Note - V&W includo a factor a in tho socond of thoso oxpros lo-,

With the input lossos duo to pure rosistanco at roam tomporaturc,

I).

Using oquations (1), (2) and (5) VU/1 derive an im
lortant oxprossion for tho Noiso Factor of the first stago (Fa.),



..(6)

V&V/13,,52

+
G.

G
s t (7 9-1,(v 13 58)

3 59)

1 O:

Rog

F1 opt = 1+2

where G GBl 1 T

(8) (V&W

(9) (V&I
AT i356)

This equation is usoful, for from it we can d rivo

-ov r, ral important rules for getting a _ow NF and also we can find

the bo t valuo of G to uso for a minimum NP To find the bast

v-luo of G
s
 the transformod source u.dmittanco $ tho o-prossion for

AP
F1 is differont_ated and , sot =0, Then, aftor SOM.° appro.,1

/1G
snation two simple results emorge:

Equation (7) is vory usoful since it derinos tho best admittanco

that thc source should present to tho input of V for the lowost

noiso figure. F
1
 oTA is tho lowost possiblo noiso figura achiov-

This can all bo mado oasior by an example

Exapple 

Take the caso of a 6AN5 used as a triodo for V

SOUTCO is to bc a crystal nixor of 300 ohns rosistanco and with

a shunt capacity of 40 pal%

Firsts detormine G.
1 and GT for tho 6AK5. GI is

conductance of the total network lossos at the input of V I . Sup

posc tho input circuit has a Q of 150 and a capacity C s of 10 iu:t,cf,

then G .
1 is given by

GI = 2 lIf Cs

ablo.

1

Tho

(10) (vw 13,47'



and so in our a7arap1e G .1 2 ,s at 30 Mc,'s

G5.s tbo cone.,uctanco of tho tube Input duo to tran-

sit timo daraping. It is not wo.ll dotorminod for any tube For

6AKS at 30 s VS:1/1 (p go 638) say it is abou-; 12

that B is about 5

Hone°, from th- equation (9) G 2L.jamhos and

taking B = 5, o is found to bo

Now in equation (7) u o tho value of Ro from (3)

and got Gs opt 435 p mho

That is the optimum transfornod resistanco that the
106 =source of 300 ohms should rrosont to the input of V is 2300753

ohms

The son° valms put into oquation (8) show that tho

best value of noiso figuro for 4-he first stago only will be

Fa. opt 1.24. db

To sum up this thoory of minimum nriso fig

US look again at oquation (6), (7) and (8),,

The following rules emerri:e for minimum noiso figure:

I. Make Yi = G. That is, always tune out any roact nco at tho

Input to the first stage of the pro-amplifier,

11. Keep Gl , the losses in the input circuit small G
1 

contributo7,

directly to Fl , but also indirectly by increasing Ys.

III.Prosent an admittanco to tho input of VI as given by oquatic

(7).

'Amy roasons may prevent the achiovomont of a 30 ki.:

NF as low as 1.24 db. Novertholoss„ V&W (page ( 5) roport a NF

as 1.1 db and a median value of 1.35 for a ry carefully buZL



30 Mob a using a 6AK5 Input, tollowod by a 6.74.

The u network
(i) Ita_lhaammg_Ita.zztuals
It is necessary now to describe the theory of the do-

si n of an input circuit which will transform the source conductance

to the optimum value at the tube input. For the examle chosen in

(c) above this . implicd transforming the crystal of 300 ohms re-

sistance to the 2300 ohms the 6A105 would like to see in order to

give a minimum NF.

This subject is treated in V Ch,..pter 5 In that

chapter tho Dropert1 of the double tuned intorstago coupling

are considcred in detail. The p art of this work which we need i

that which deals with the circuit of Figure (V&W Figure 5 la)

This circuit is: of course, not the only one which might be used

but it, or one of its derived equivalents, proves the most useful

in practice.

The only results which we need are that:

(a) It is assumod that Li and 01 and L2 and C2 are

sonant at the mid-band frequency.

(b) The driving point admittance Yi which is the
cur7,ent

ratio af Thi:fut voltage is given by
(1 s2 u2 ) ( 1) (var )Yll 111 (1 j Q2/Q1 ur

This driving point admittance is the quantity we need,

since it tolls us the input admittance to the network for any

termination.
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equation is all w

Gs

Thi

GA

Figure 6 shows the pr ctical circuit we need to analyze.

An expression is need d for G s the conductance presented to the

tubes in terms of Ga Equation 11 is simplified when we are con-

cerned only with the mid band frequency f and the circuit of Figure

6. V&W derive the simple form for G, as

K2 QA
2 (CB/cA)

-7-77,72----

whore ffto fo/f) so that t

(12) Ma 13.117)

e mid band case becomes

 (13)

need to get the source impedance

correctly transformed. An example will how the method

In Example 1 we showed that for minimum NF a source re

sistance of 300 ohms shovad be transformed to

ductance of 435 p mhos. Thus G s = 435 y. mhos

Use (13) and got

2 2 CB = 435
S K

G
a

=

	-A 7.E. 3333

2300 ohms s or a con-

and G = 300 1333 
#12

 0 E

If we follow Example 1 0 we see that CA and C13 are both

fixcd, since we chose the mixer capacity (C A ) to be 40 ppf and the

tube input capacity, with strays, to be 10 .W. K2 QA
2 can be chose;

but usually the desirable choice is that the coupling should be

transitional, and for this K2 Q
A

2
 =

1/2. 011 ) (VW 13.12(1

Therefore, in the transitional coupling case Equation 13

becomes:
Gs

c
B  (15) (VW 13,122)

2CA
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-8720AG

A

So our example 0.125

Using (1)4) first we see that K r-= QA and QA
2 IT = 0 CA 2.26

G,

and we desire to have =- 0.130

So, chiefly because chose our mixer capacity so high, we arrive

fortuitously at almost the correct value for G

The rest of the do I n is now easy L
A
 must resonate

with CA at 30 Mc/s and must therefore be 0 71 ta, and L B must

resonate with C and thus in 2.84 uh. M is got from the fact that

K, the coefficient p *lag

K2 M
2

LatB
and by using Equation (1)4).

(16)

and hence K = 0.313. Hence M =

(ii) Practical networks

The network of Figure 6 is not RS easy to adjust as a T

or ti network. Figure 7 shows the T network which is equivalent

to Figure 6. The use of such a network may be illustrated by con

tinuing our example further. We found values for L A , LB and M

Thus the three inductances in Figure 7 must be:

L
A
 - M = 0,26 lib

0.45 iita
LB M =

A still further simplification may in some cases be possible in

practice; to omit LA-M, since it is nearly zero„ We should have

to increase M to Q.71 8t, so that LAN is zero and L still re

sonates with CA . We have also to alter LB-M to 2.13 Jah so that



L still resonates with C

B
. The only changes that result are as

follows:

From equation (16) K is now 0 50 and so by C I ):

0.32

A
This is perhaps too far removed from the desired value of 0 125 to

represent n practical circuit for the example chosen.

The design and construction of e-, plifier

The theory that h s been outlined has been tested by work

on a 30 Mc/s pre-amplifier. The circuit used in this pre-amplifier

varied but essentially it was that of Figure 2, The mechanical

and electrical layout and construction of the pre-amplifier was not

perfect, but since the experiments were intended to show how, in

practice, the various elements of the circuit should be designed

and adjusted, and not to produce the lowest possible NF these s ort-

comings of the pre-amplifier were overlooked.

Noise figure measurements

The system for measuring NF is shown in Figure 8. The

ost-amplifier used had a built-in 3db attenuator, and a pass-band

about 10 Mc/s wide at the 3 db points. The noise generator was a

noise 'liode with a 300 ohm load. The impedance of this source and

its connector was measured at 30 Me/s to be a resistance of 300 ohms

with 12 ppf in parallel. Since the pre-amplifier might eventually

be uscd with a mixer of 40 Ag capacity, a further 25 uuf was added

across
1
 (C l in figure 2) so that the input circuit would be cor-

rectly designed for such a mixer.
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The absolute values for NF measured aro probably good to

0.2 db but the relative values are, of course, much more accurate.

Measurements were made by adjusting the variable atten

uator until the noise output was an easily read value The extra

db of attenuation was switched in and the noise source current

increased from zero until the original noise output was again

achieved. If I milliampers is the diode current when this occurs,

the NF is given by:

NF = 10 log10

(b) First stage n

A simple qualitative example was noted of the importance

of high gain in the first stage. As originally built the pre-

amplifier had a rather low gain, duo to improper tube bias. The

measured NF was 5.0 db. Correction of the bias and coupling con

densers (which were rather small) improved this figure to 3 db

Input coupling network

A coupling network calculated very much along the lines

of Example I was first designed. As will be described under para

graph on "neutralizing", there is considerable difficulty in ad-

justing such a network together with 1.4 and L3 (all references are

to Figure 2). Eventually, the input network used was that

sketched in Figure 2. L
1
 and L

2
 had the following values

L
1 = 0.68 gh

L
2 14.5 lah

The calculatud ratio of GOA for these values is 0.089 which is

about 30% smaller than is desirable. Nevertheless, the effect on



NF should not be great and in f ct using V&W Figure 13,7 suggests

it will be only about 0.02 db

The Q of the coils used for L I and L2 was not very high.

For ease of experiment slue-tuned inductors were used The measur-

ed Qs were about 90. An unsuccessful attempt was made to detect

the change in NF consequent on using coils of Q about ISO,and in

fact a consideration of Equation 6 suggests that such an effect

would not be found until the NF was considerably less than the 1.8

db achieved

(d) The neut aliz* coil

The purpose of LN is to neutralize the grid anode capacity

of Vi . This capacity is about 12 p.f, so that L should be about

24 ph. However, stray capacities can easily alter this value , and

so a way of adjusting L1 has to be found. One way is to disconnect

one of the heater connections from V': thus leaving that tube cold.

A signal fed to the input of the pre-amplifier can only roach the

output via the grid-anode capacity of Vi. Thus, L N may be adjusted

by connecting a 30 Ivic i/s signal source to the amplifier input and

tuning LN for minimum output.

This system was adopted, and proved to work. Nevertheless,

such an adjustment of L leads to several difficulties. Both L3

and L2 should be adjusted for resonance. Changes in L N are re

fleeted, by Miller effect, into the grid-cathode circuit to change

the reactance across L2 . Changes in L3 also effect the values of

these reactances. Also, it is difficult to use a slug-tuned ad-

justable LN, since stray capacities may affect the value of
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resonances For example - using a slug-tunod L . suspended in the

wiring led to a value of L at resonance of about 10.5 pH The

value found for an LN of a simi le coil type as 16: OH, The differ

once arose from the stray capacities due to the slug tuning*

After some experimenting, a good way for adjusting, LN was

found. Fi st an adjustment of L

by removing V2 fr m its socket

as needed, This could be made

ith V2 in places L3 is highly

damped and resonance is hard to detect. L can be adjusted accurate-3
ly enough with V2 absent. Alternatively, L3 may be replaced with-

out serious loss of NF by a radio frequency cho4e0

Then L- is adjusted to be resonant with the input cap-

acity

L2 is

to 30 Mc/s (L
2
 is of course disconnected from

reconnected andLN is then altered over a

Li for the check)

rPnge of values and

the NF measured for each value. L2 is adjusted to resonance for

each value of LN , This is essential, since for best NF L2 must be

resonant and changes in LN are reflected across L2 by Miller effect

and thus alter the tuning of L2.

Such a test was made; and the results are shown in Figure

9. Various coils were made for L N , varying from 11 5 iH to 34

The se coils all had Q's of between 50 and 80. They were used in

turns in the circuit of Figure 2. L3 was a 16 H choke and L
2
 was

adjusted each time for resonance.

Figure 9 shows a marked dip in NF at LN 16 pH a result

which confirms both the resonant value of LN and also the improve

ment in NF consequent on good neutralizing,

Lastly: a note on the Q of L should be made. L N can con-

tribute, by its losses, to the NF 0 and so its Q. should be reasonably
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high. V&W on page 649 state that the contribution of the conduct.
G141

ance G T of LN to the NF is given by /Gs. In our present case

Gs = 435 phos. GN mny be related to the QN of L by

G
N
 0.0111

"rrif LN

(4nd so GN = 3.3 1 mhos for QN = 100 Hence there is going to be

a very small contribution to the NF of the order of less than 1%

in power ratio due to an LH which has a Q of about 100.

The band aso pacteristies

No attempt was made to broaden or flatten the pass-band

of the preamplifier, The pass-band txaed1 shown in Figure 10.

Varying tube characteristics

The following Table 11 shows the effects of using a number

of different tubes in the pre-amplifier. The 6AK5 (V ) was altered

first. The results for changing 6.16'8 were taken with the best

6AKS (marked *) as VI . The results show, as would be expected,

that the tube used as VI is of greatest importance. They also show

that the contribution from V2 to the NF is very small, since the

NF hardly varies with changing tubes in V2.
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Table Th chanpr ing tubes on NF

mormousommeomen.....

Tube -Pe Noise Figure db

3

6

6 J6

6AKS

2,10
2.25
2.33
2.68
1.85
2.01
1.85
2.62
2.33
2,41
2,10
2.18

1.85
1,76
1,76
1.85
1.85
1.85

7.

Poaltion

5 5 Surimary

The thocry and experiment roportod in this note show how

the first steps may be nade in good preamplifier desi gn. The next

stage will be:

(a) The achievemnt of wider bandwiths

:1.

(b) The improvement of NF still further by careful
tontion to the details of design and layout and by
using better tubes.


